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The analysis of the process of transfer technology since 1970 to 2013 for Embraer shows three
cycles, each one with different main drivers and each one relatively successful. The first cycle,
turbo propeller acquisition, is the clearest to show military-civil connections and ended when
domestic and external economic-political and military conditions radically changed by the end
of the 1980s. The second cycle is one of benefiting from technologies learned in the first cycle
and applied to jet aircraft production, privatizing the firm and finding a niche in an industry that
became very concentrated worldwide and less military dependent during the 1990s. The third
cycle is characterized by production processes with strategic and risk partners, foreign and
domestic, and less clear, more diversified technological transfer links. There is a reactivation of
the military link and the technological transfer seems to be from the civilian to the military side.
However, Embraer’s military aircrafts are not at the technological frontier that rich developing
countries and developed countries are looking for today, and Embraer’s civilian aircrafts have
fierce competition from not only the traditional rival, Canadian Bombardier, but new regional
jet producers from Japan, South Korea, China and Singapore.
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